PORTLAND CEMENT STUCCO FINISH
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ColorTek is a premium, factory blended, portland cement-based, stucco finish manufactured from the highest-grade portland cement, hydrated lime, graded aggregates, and proprietary additives. ColorTek comes in various aggregate combinations that allow design flexibility and a variety of finish textures.

- **INTEGRAL COLOR**: Long Lasting, uniform color that resists fading or discoloration; UV resistant
- **DURABLE**: Long life-cycle with minimal maintenance
- **FIRE RESISTANT**: Does not burn
- **IMPACT RESISTANT**: Resists impact damage
- **ECONOMICAL**: Lower cost product and easy to apply
- **INSECT RESISTANT**: Impervious to termites, rot, and fungus
- **EASILY RECOATABLE**: Color of the finish can easily be changed using OmegaCoat (fog coat).

ColorTek also offers a large choice of colors. It boasts 45 standard colors, but can be matched to a wide range of colors. ColorTek can be factory mixed or colored in the field using the Omega ColorPak System. For more information on colors and textures, please visit our website or refer to our ColorTek Color Chart.

**OMEGA COLORTEK IS THE IDEAL FINISH FOR THREE COAT AND ONE COAT STUCCO SYSTEMS.**

**OMEGA SUPER CEMENT THREE COAT SYSTEM**
- Weather Barrier
- Lath
- Super Cement
- ColorTek

**OMEGA DIAMOND WALL INSULATING ONE COAT SYSTEM**
- Weather Barrier
- Foam Board
- Lath
- Diamond Wall
- ColorTek
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Omega offers products and wall systems that provide increased resistance to cracking, efflorescence and fading. We also provide solutions to help meet the most stringent energy codes and contribute to making homes more energy efficient. Omega has it all. Combine this with the best service in the industry, and that explains why Omega is the leading stucco manufacturer.

---

OMEGA OFFERS EVERYTHING IN STUCCO AND MORE!

---

Visit our website at omega-products.com or call us at 800.600.6634 for more information.